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A high growth fintech payments opportunity

This small-cap technology group has turned profitable and is set to benefit from its high operational
gearing and new focus on the business-to-business segment

Simon Thompson’s view:

‘Earnings risk is skewed to the upside for Equals Group, a fast-growing fintech company in the

payment processing sector, which is valued on a cash-adjusted forward price-to-earnings (PE)

ratio of 12 for 2023. Equals is taking on the incumbent banks in the payments space by

providing a superior user experience and a low-cost operating model. By offering

market-leading exchange rates, and targeting the business-to-business segment, the group

is now delivering eye-catching growth in transaction volumes. Moreover, with a relatively

fixed cost base, an increasing proportion of incremental revenue earned is being converted

into profit.’

Source: FactSet
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Bull points

1. High operational gearing in positive sales cycle

2. High gross margin and competitive pricing

3. Cash-generative

4. Complexity of technology platform creates barrier for rivals

5. Platform-led business focused on SMEs and large corporates

6. International expansion opportunities

7. Earnings upgrade cycle

8. Strong start to 2022

9. Potential for recovery in consumer travel money volumes

10. Potential bid target

Bear points

1. Global payments markets highly competitive

2. Execution risk on expansion

3. Ongoing investment in technology

Equals Group (EQLS)

Ticker EQLS

Current price 77p

Target price 120p

Market cap £138.6mn

52 week high 83p

52 week low 37p

Net cash £11.1mn

Shares in issue 180mn

Financial year end 31 December

Next event annual meeting May 2022

Website equalsplc.com

Aim-traded fintech payments group Equals (EQLS) is a leading challenger brand in banking and

payments that disintermediates the incumbent banks by providing a superior user experience

and a low-cost operating model.
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The global payments market is a highly complex space that is measured in many trillions of

pounds, comprising payment mechanisms from cash, cards, and account-to-account transfers

across physical, internet and mobile interfaces. Equals differentiates itself from rivals by

offering both account-to-account transfers and cards, overlaid on a technology platform that

provides bank-grade connectivity and security on superior customer interfaces. Providing one

unified platform to business customers is becoming increasingly vital. For instance, many

e-commerce businesses only accept card payments, whereas other companies may typically

only accept bank transfers.

Source: Equals Group corporate presentation (30 March 2022)

Within the payments market, Equals is strongly focused on the business-to-business (B2B)

customer segment, having identified small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) as the

optimal target audience for its products and services. It aims to deliver this via its 'Equals

Money' proposition – a single platform comprising account-to-account transfers and card

products for both UK and international transactions. The Equals platform facilitates payments

either direct to bank accounts or at 35mn merchants and over 1mn ATM's in over 35 countries

via mobile apps, the internet, wire transfer and Mastercard debit and credit cards.
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The group's target customer is an SME with 50 to 500 employees, which has both UK and

overseas payment needs. Engineering, product and design resources are focused on providing

solutions to this specific customer segment. However, the group's products equally serve both

smaller and larger B2B customers, which is why management launched ‘Equals Solutions’ in

June 2021, targeting larger corporates with a bespoke platform for each client.

The focus on B2B customers has been a real game changer for Equals. Having listed its shares

on Aim in 2014 as FairFx – a business-to-consumer (B2C) dominated travel money and foreign

exchange dealing business – the board made the strategic decision to pivot towards the B2B

segment in 2017, transitioning the business to become a payments provider in this area. Equals

made five acquisitions in the following two years to extend the product and service offering as

part of this strategy.

Growth in the B2B segment really accelerated last year, thus reducing reliance on the group’s

consumer travel money business which has been heavily impacted by overseas travel

restrictions during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Source: Equals Group corporate presentation (30 March 2022)

The focus on B2B also explains the explosive growth in transaction volumes during the past two

years, surging from £2.9bn to £5.7bn and delivering a 52 per cent increase in annual revenue to

£44.1mn in 2021.
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Source: Equals Group corporate presentation (30 March 2022)

Equals Group
(Aim: EQLS)

Order price: 77p Market value: £ 139mn

Touch: 76-78p 12-mth high/low: 83p 37p

PE ratio**: 14 Cash-adjusted PE ratio**: 12

Net asset value*: 22.7p Net cash: £11.1mn

Year to Revenue Reported pre-tax Adjusted Pre-tax
Adjusted
earnings

31 Dec (£mn) profit (£mn) profit (£mn) per share (p)

2020 29.0 -9.05 0.70 0.3

2021 44.1 -3.82 6.20 2.8

2022^ 54.4 1.70 8.90 4.0

2023^ 64.6 5.80 13.00 5.5

% change 20% 241% 46% 38%
Source: London Stock Exchange SETSqx

*Includes intangible assets and goodwill of £17.5mn, or 9.7p a share.

** PE ratio and cash-adjusted PE ratio for the 2023 financial year are based on Canaccord's estimates.

^ Canaccord Genuity estimates for 2022 and 2023. Adjusted pre-tax profit and EPS are stated before pre-share based
payments, amortisation charges, and exceptional costs.
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Enhanced technology platform driving growth

The acceleration in growth also reflects last year’s launch of a capability that offers 'own-name

multi-currency International Bank Account Number (IBAN)' accounts to customers. This

enables business customers to pay and receive into a single account in their own name, and that

account can process all currencies automatically. Furthermore, Equals offers its customers

the flexibility to open multiple own-name IBAN accounts or multiple sub-accounts within a

single IBAN.

As the account is in the name of the customer, a so-called 'first party' account, this allows more

use-cases than payments into a 'pooled account' from a compliance perspective. Having one

IBAN for all currencies enables a customer to provide one single account identifier to all its

customers and suppliers, thereby simplifying both sales and procurement processes. This

flexibility places Equals in a position where it can solve many payment and complex

reconciliation problems for business customers that have multiple parties paying into one bank

account per currency, all delivered through one unified platform. In practice, each party can

now have a unique IBAN to pay into, in any currency, so the Equals customer knows at the point

of receipt who has remitted the funds.

In the past year, the group has implemented additional developments to the ‘Equals Money’

platform, including a new customer interface via website and app, batch payments and

multi-tier configurable approval functionality. The combination of own-name multi-currency

IBAN capability, and the flexibility it offers, underpinned the creation of a new revenue stream:

Equals Solutions. Launched in June 2021, the offering targeted at larger corporates

contributed £0.3mn to revenues in the first half-year of 2021, £3.3mn in the second half of

2021, and had already contributed £2.6mn of revenue before the end of the first quarter this

year, showcasing its rapid growth and take-up by business customers.

The product and service capability is a major differentiator, giving Equals a competitive edge

over rivals. Being able to onboard a complex B2B customer quickly, provide it with multiple

own-name IBAN accounts and sub-accounts, and implement complex authorisation protocols

for the customer, is a capability that few companies can offer. Incumbent banks are unable to

compete given their operations remain on slow and often outdated infrastructure, while a

typical fintech competitor concentrates on B2C not B2B customers and can only offer some of

the capabilities needed.

Other enhancements made last year include the launch of ‘Equals Exchange’, the group’s

internal dealing platform. It runs on the same infrastructure as ‘Equals Pay’, the customer-facing

international payments products, which has itself been enhanced by improved forward

contract functionality – enabling customers to lock into forward foreign exchange rates to

hedge currency liabilities up to 12 months in advance – and the ability to make batch payments.
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Equals is not resting on its laurels. In fact, the board has outlined plans to deliver additional

functionality for both its ‘Equals Money’ and ‘Equals Solutions’ platforms including: real-time

running balances; statements and enhanced reporting for customers; and bulk payments. In

February 2022, the group was accepted with a direct integration into SEPA, the Single

European Payments Area network that harmonises the way cashless euro payments are made

across Europe. Connecting to the SEPA scheme allows Equals customers to receive instant

euro credits to their ‘own-name multi-currency IBAN’ and instantly send euro payments to

other scheme members.

In addition, the group plans to build out its capability to offer its IBAN functionality through

API, the application programming interface that enables e-commerce businesses to seamlessly

manage payments. This will enable more sophisticated customers to directly integrate with the

Equals platform and support white-label opportunities (trading under the ‘Equals Connect’

brand).

This year will also see the launch of the new Equals Money card, replacing the Equals Spend
corporate cards which run on legacy infrastructure. The new cards, which are multi-currency,

can be both virtual and physical and have many more features and capabilities. Equals is moving

towards being its own issuer for card products, too, thereby eliminating another party from the

supply chain and speeding up development cycles.

Equals also has a white-label proposition – effectively, renting out its foreign exchange IT

platform to smaller competitors who cannot afford the IT development costs. In 2021, it

accounted for 17 per cent of Equals’ revenue and the directors see significant growth potential.

Smarter sales and marketing

Equals’ management have been honing their sales and marketing capabilities. Many activities

previously performed in isolation are now processed automatically through the group’s new

customer relationship management (CRM) platform, so that Equals has a single database on

customers and a central hub from which all customer interaction is performed and recorded.

The focus now is to harness this capability to drive new customer acquisition and boost

revenue from existing clients. With this aim in mind, Equals created a Growth Team, which

combines marketing with the overall growth agenda.

Unlike B2C customer acquisition, where above-the-line marketing such as TV and billboard

advertisements and digital marketing are the driving force, B2B customer acquisition relies

more on the outbound sales function, a coherent digital marketing strategy and content

production. So, to maximise sales opportunities, the group’s Growth Team works closely with

the sales teams to define campaigns. Sales efficacy is also being enhanced with targeted digital

marketing and an in-house pay-per-click team.
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Furthermore, upgrades to the sales teams and the appointment of a new head of sales have

been made. This should assist the evolution of Equals from being a product-led business to a

platform-led business. Previously, the group sold its products – international payments, card

products and current account products – using separate sales teams and marketing strategies.

However, as Equals moves forward, it will be selling ‘Equals Money’ to the SME customer base

and ‘Equals Solutions’ to the larger B2B customers.

The transition from being a product to platform-led business differentiates Equals from plain

vanilla foreign exchange rivals. That’s because the group can compete not just on foreign

exchange rates where it earns an average margin of 0.7 percentage points on the value of the

transaction, but on platform capability and service, too.

The combination of a stronger sales team, a single CRM platform and the establishment of an

internal Growth Team to drive a unified sales approach are contributing to the strong

momentum across the business. Alongside annual results for 2021, the group revealed that the

current financial year has started exceptionally well. Revenue of £13.6mn had been booked by

28 March 2022, 78 per cent higher than in the same period of 2021.

Secure regulatory infrastructure

Authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority, regulated by HMRC, and having Tier-1 bank

grade functionality with the Bank of England and direct connectivity with the UK payments

network, Equals applies and adheres to some of the strictest financial regulations in the

industry.

Relevant staff receive full compliance induction, regular compliance-related training and active

working groups across the group ensure standards are kept up to date. Both risk and

compliance departments are able to communicate directly to the chairperson if the head of

those departments feels it necessary, an independent control for the protection of customers

and other stakeholders.

For the past three years, Equals has been a direct member of Faster Payments, has banking

arrangements with the Bank of England (which mitigates the risk of losing agency banking

services), partnered with Citi Commercial Bank and entered a five-year agreement with

Mastercard. The membership of Mastercard and the ability to issue branded Mastercards is

just one of the benefits of the e-money licence the group holds. Equals also has a multi-year

partnership with New York City headquartered Metropolitan Commercial Bank to offer

customers its payments services across the U.S.A.. In addition, the core payment partnership

with Citi supplements existing arrangements with Barclays and Royal Bank of Scotland, thus

providing additional functionality and improved ‘in-country’ settlement capabilities.
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The group had minimal exposure to Russia, Belarus and nationals of both nations prior to the

recent events in Ukraine. Any accounts directly or indirectly impacted by sanctions and other

restrictions imposed by the UK, EU and US have been closed or suspended and the business no

longer holds any forward positions with the Russian Rouble, Russian entities or nationals. The

use of the group’s cards are strictly prohibited in Russia and Belarus, which has been

communicated to customers with prior spend in these countries. In accordance with the

group’s risk and sanctions framework, the group’s entities are conducting enhanced due

diligence against any transactions to or from Russia, Belarus and Ukraine.

Improving financial performance supports bumper growth forecasts

The transformation in Equals prospects is highlighted in the 2021 accounts. Driven by an

87 per cent increase in transaction values from £3.5bn to £6.5bn, the group revenue surged by

52 per cent to £44.1mn, of which 81 per cent (70 per cent in 2020) was generated from B2B

customers. In turn, gross profit increased by almost a third to £24mn, producing a healthy

54 per cent margin on revenue.
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Source: Equals Group corporate presentation (30 March 2022)

At the same time, administration costs have been cut from £21mn to £18.5mn by realigning the

cost base and reducing non-board headcount, by more than a fifth, from 331 to 255 employees

in the past two years. These measures have cut Equals’ monthly base by a quarter from £1.2mn

to £0.9mn since January 2020. The slimmed down workforce is generating more value for the

group, too, as highlighted by the 80 per cent increase in revenue per employee to £173,000

and the fact that £121,000 of extra revenue per employee was created after covering their

base salary cost.

Source: Equals Group corporate presentation (30 March 2022)

The combination of a slimmer cost base on rising revenue means that a higher proportion of

gross margin earned is being converted into cash profit. Better known as earnings, before

interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation charges (Ebitda), cash profit is a key

performance indicator and offers a clearer picture of the underlying profitability given that

depreciation and amortisation costs are non-cash charges which reduce reported operating

profits.

On this measure, Equals generated £5.7mn of cash profit in 2021, up from break-even in 2020,

after paying £1mn of rent costs. The important point being that the business has now hit an

inflexion point whereby cash profit should ratchet up in a positive sales cycle and drive Equals
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into both operating and pre-tax profitability using the reported profit figures after deducting

almost £7mn of non-cash depreciation and amortisation charges in the 2022 financial year.

Source: Equals Group corporate presentation (30 March 2022)

Analysts at Equals’ house broker Canaccord Genuity capture this operational gearing effect

neatly in their post-results note. Based on annual revenue rising 23 per cent to £54.4mn in

2022, and a gross profit margin of 53 per cent, then almost half the incremental revenue

forecast is converted into gross profit, which rises from £24mn to £29mn.

This means that (after taking account a 33 per cent rise in marketing costs, to £1.6mn, and

12 per cent higher operating costs of £18mn) two-thirds of the £5mn increase in gross profit

drops through to cash profit, which is forecast to soar from £5.7mn to £9.1mn. It also means

that after deducting an estimated £6.9mn of non-cash depreciation and amortisation charges,

Equals is forecast to produce reported operating profit of £2.2mn in the current year, a

material improvement on the £3.1mn reported operating loss in 2021.

Please note that Canaccord’s adjusted pre-tax profit estimate of £8.9mn for 2022 is stated

after adding back all non-cash amortisation charges and a few other small items, hence the

difference between its reported pre-tax profit estimate of £1.7mn. The broking house’s

underlying earnings per share (EPS) estimate of 4p is based on the adjusted pre-tax forecast.
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Source: Canaccord Genuity (30 March 2022)

For the 2023 financial year, Canaccord are looking for revenue to kick on again by another

£10.5mn to £64.6mn, an estimate largely predicated on the international payments segment

delivering revenue of £44.1mn, up from £35.8mn forecast for this year and £29.5mn in 2021.

The revenue assumption looks sensible given the stellar growth in international payments

delivered in 2021, and the fact that the momentum has continued into the new financial year.

Indeed, you can clearly see the move in the international payments business to higher

transaction values, up almost a fifth to £29,400 in 2021 with average margin of 0.70
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percentage points, and the B2B segment increasing from 75 to 82 per cent in the overall mix.

The key drivers are ‘Equals Money’ for SMEs and ‘Equals Solutions’ for larger corporations,

platforms that continue to attract new business.

Source: Canaccord Genuity (30 March 2022)

Source: Equals Group corporate presentation (30 March 2022)
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It’s worth flagging up that the Equals business-to-consumer (B2C) segment, essentially foreign

currency for holidaymakers, looks set to recover strongly this year as Covid-19 travel

restrictions are eased. To put the growth potential into some perspective, the group generated

£13.6mn of B2C revenue in 2019 prior to the pandemic, but only £8.5mn in 2021 of which

personal cards and bureau revenue accounted for £2.7mn through the group’s FairFX foreign

currency card business.

Given that many financially constrained competitors have exited this space in the past two

years, such as Thomas Cook, then there is also an opportunity for Equals to boost margins

earned on its B2C Mastercards as the business recovers. Financial services group Ramsdens

(RFX) reports this is already happening, a point worth noting given it will be relaunching its

foreign currency Mastercard under a white label arrangement. Equals is a potential partner.

Ramsdens exchanged over £500mn of foreign currency for 784,000 customers in the 2019/20

financial year.

Equals’ accelerating revenues

In £'000s B2B B2C Total
Revenue

margin
Revenue
per day*

Q1-2019 3,831 3,087 6,918 1.10% 110

Q2-2019 4,069 3,636 7,705 1.20% 124

Q3-2019 4,164 3,847 8,011 1.00% 123

Q4-2019 5,231 3,080 8,311 1.00% 128

Total, FY-2019 17,295 13,650 30,945 1.10% 121

Mix 56% 44%

Q1-2020 5,354 2,672 8,026 0.90% 125

Q2-2020 3,928 1,819 5,747 0.80% 99

Q3-2020 5,273 2,033 7,306 0.80% 112

Q4-2020 5,797 2,084 7,881 0.70% 122

Total, FY-2020 20,352 8,608 28,960 0.80% 114

Mix 70% 30%

Q1-2021 5,626 2,438 8,064 0.80% 128

Q2-2021 7,179 1,662 8,841 0.70% 145

Q3-2021 9,925 1,980 11,905 0.80% 183

Q4-2021 12,873 2,408 15,281 0.80% 239

Total, FY-2021 35,603 8,488 44,091 0.80% 174

Mix 81% 19%
*Based on underlying, not rounded, figures and expressed as revenue divided by the number of working days in each quarter.

Source: Equals 2021 annual accounts
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The 2022 forecasts look conservative and for 2023 Canaccord predicts Equals’ cash profit will surge

from £9.1mn to £13.2mn on £10.2mn higher revenue of £64.6mn. On this basis, expect underlying

pre-tax profit of £13mn and earnings per share (EPS) of 5.5p in 2023. On a reported basis, Canaccord

forecast pre-tax profit of £5.8mn. This implies that the shares, at 77p, are trading on a forward PE ratio

of 14 for 2023.

However, that ignores the fact that the business is generating cash. In the 2021 financial year, net cash

increased from £8mn to £11.1mn (6.2p a share) when the group recorded a cash profit of £5.7mn which

excludes £3mn of capitalised staff costs incurred on IT development.

Source: Equals Group corporate presentation (30 March 2022)

So, with cash profit set to more than double to £13.2mn next year, the impact will be seen on

Equals’ net cash position which is forecast to rise to £14.1mn (7.8p) by the end of 2022, and

£20.7mn (11.5p) in 2023. This means the shares are effectively trading on a cash-adjusted

forward PE ratio of 17.5 for 2022, dropping sharply to 12 in 2023 despite the fact the earnings
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risk is skewed to the cash upside. That’s a low rating and one that is attractive relative to Equals’

fintech and payment processing peers. It’s worth considering that Equals has £17.2mn of tax

losses which can be used to offset future taxable profits and accelerated EPS growth.

Peer group comparison

The best way to compare the relative valuation of Equals is to consider several different

valuation ratios.

Based on an enterprise valuation of £124mn which factors in a likely £14.3mn year-end cash

pile, the group trades on a modest 2.2 times forecast sales of £54.4mn in 2022. That’s a 52 per

cent discount to the average 4.6 times multiple that PMH Capital calculated for the 19

companies operating in this space.

Source: PMH Capital

Equals’ enterprise valuation to cash profit multiple represents a small premium to the average

for its peers, but that is more than justified given that Equals is on a much higher sales growth

trajectory. PMH Capital forecasts 30 per cent revenue growth in 2022 and Canaccord is

predicting 23 per cent growth, or more than double the 13 per cent annual growth rate for

Equals’ peer group.
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Source: PMH Capital

Although Equals’ cash profit margin lags peers (chart below), the operational leverage of the

business is such that margins are set to increase sharply in the coming years. In fact, Canaccord

is expecting Equals’ cash profit margin to surge by almost half to 20.5 per cent in 2023.

Continued below
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Source: PMH Capital

By considering the group’s enterprise valuation to sales multiple for the current financial year

alongside sales growth forecasts it becomes apparent that Equals is not only expected to

deliver sales growth well above average, but the price investors must pay for this growth

(enterprise valuation to sales ratio) is amongst the lowest amongst its peers (see chart below).

Continued below
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Source: PMH Capital

Equals is also attractively priced in relation to the valuations for FinnCap’s Next 40 and Tech 50

indices, a peer group comprising the 90 largest Tech companies publicly listed in London. The

indices use medians to track the 12-month forward multiples and next 12-month financial

growth rates over time. These companies have a modestly higher average market capitalisation

of £159mn (£138mn for Equals) and have similar cash profit margins, but trade on much higher

sales to enterprise valuations (three times versus 2.2 times for Equals), have lower forecast

cash profit growth (18 per cent versus 23 to 30 per cent for Equals) and are rated on a higher

forward PE ratio (25 versus 19).

Assuming Equals’ management continues to deliver, then it’s not difficult to see a scenario in

which Equals share price is re-rated 55 per cent to 120p to bring the valuation into line with

peers to value the company on a cash-adjusted PE ratio of 19.7 for 2023.

Continued below
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Management team

The board is led by chair Alan Hughes. During 35 years’ service with HSBC, Hughes was chief

executive of First Direct Bank where he introduced its digital services, product innovation and

quadrupled its size and returns. His other non-executive roles include chairman of RateSetter,

the Peer-to-Peer platform, and non-executive director of Capital One Bank. He is currently a

senior independent director of Hitachi Capital (UK).

Chief executive Ian Strafford-Taylor is one of the group’s founders and has been a director

since 2007. He has held several senior banking roles, including Head of International Securities

Lending at Morgan Stanley, and Managing Director and Global Head of Securities Borrowing &

Lending at UBS. Strafford-Taylor is a chartered accountant.

Finance director Richard Cooper previously held the same position at GVC Holdings, the

sports betting and gaming group, from 2008 to 2017. Whilst at GVC, he played a key role in the

group’s acquisition strategy and its move from Aim to the premium segment of the London

Stock Exchange's Main Market. Cooper is a qualified chartered accountant, and is currently a

non-executive director of VR Education, an Aim-traded technology-focused education

company.

Equals has two non-executive directors: Sian Herbert and Christopher Bones.

Herbert’s extensive City career spans 35 years within audit, financial crime, risk and regulation,

focusing on the financial services and technology sectors. She gained 25 years’ experience at

PricewaterhouseCoopers, including 15 years as Partner, stepping down in 2020.  At PwC,

Herbert was a partner within the forensic services group, becoming an established expert in

financial services, e-money and payment services, advising on financial crime, risk, regulatory

change and the impact of technology.

Bones has held senior executive positions at Diageo and Cadbury. He co-founded Good

Growth Ltd, an e-commerce consulting business that is powering digital growth in both B2C

and B2B businesses across Europe and North America. Its clients include Diageo, Kraft Heinz,

WH Smith, Pets at Home, and Boohoo.

The 2021 accounts have yet to be published, but the board received total pay of £0.67mn and

bonuses of £0.32mn in 2020, a level of remuneration that was worth paying given the

transformation in the prospects of the business and the ongoing growth that Equals is now

delivering. Both Stafford-Taylor and Cooper have in-the-money share options over a total of

8.5mn shares, so are well incentivised to maintain Equals’ operational progress. The board also

holds interests in 2.4mn shares, or 1.33 per cent of the insured share capital.
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Shareholders

Equals’ top eight shareholders control 100mn shares, or 55.5 per cent of the issued share

capital. Around 37.5 per cent of the shares in issue are deemed not in public hands under Aim

listing rules.

Activist shareholder Crystal Amber (CRS) owns 23.3mn of the 180mn shares, a stake of 12.9

per cent, having held 25 per cent of the shares 12 months earlier. The sell-down is not a

reflection on the operational progress nor the rating of Equals, it’s a case that Crystal Amber is

winding down its investment portfolio and returning cash to shareholders. The fund’s remit is

to maximise value for them and it has been targeting a £40mn capital return by 30 June 2022,

albeit this is not set in stone.

It’s worth noting that when Crystal Amber reduced its stake from 20.6 to 12.9 per cent in

January 2022, there was no shortage of buyers willing to pay 77p a share. Given Equals

operational progress since then, Crystal Amber is highly unlikely to sell any more shares below

this level. In fact, I can see the fund manager demanding a far higher price.

Major shareholders

Name Percentage of issued share
capital

Pembar Limited 13.82%

Crystal Amber Fund Limited 12.94%

Schroders Funds 5.86%

Threadneedle Asset Management 5.00%

Jo Hambro Capital Management 4.99%

Stephen Heath 4.80%

Hargreaves Lansdown 4.22%

Christian Levett 3.93%

Total 55.56%

Source: Equals Group, London Stock Exchange RNS
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Continued below

Target price

The investment risk is further mitigated when you consider that Equals consistently

outperformed analysts’ expectations last year, prompting several earnings upgrades and a

sustainable move into cash profitability. Investors are likely to attribute a higher rating to a

company that over delivers, thus narrowing the ratings gap with peers.

Moreover, the technical backdrop is very encouraging. Having hit closing highs around 81.5p in

both January and February this year, Equals’ share price is tantalisingly close to breaking

through the glass ceiling to signal a bullish triple top break-out formation. The 14-day relative

strength indicator (RSI) has a reading of 59.4, so is not in oversold territory, thus giving further

weight to the potential for a break-out. The July 2019 high (130p) is the logical next target, the

obvious share price catalyst being a sequence of positive trading updates this year.

So, with Equals set to deliver strong profit growth in 2022, analysts’ forecasts looking

conservative, and the risk to earnings to the upside, both the fundamental and technical

investment cases are well aligned. Equals is even a potential bid target for private equity

looking for a fast growing, operationally geared and asset light cash generative business

especially as Equals is looking to expand in Europe and North America.

In the circumstances, I rate the shares a strong buy, at 77p, and have a six-month target price of

120p, the equivalent of a cash-adjusted PE ratio of 19.5 for the 2023 financial year. Strong buy.

Risk assessment

Of course, there are risks to consider before making any investment.

Data integrity and security. As a group operating in the fintech space, Equals is exposed to

losses in the event of a cyber-attack or other associated malicious events, damage to its

reputation in the event of a security breach, and potential loss of revenue.

Equals has appointed a Chief Information Officer who has responsibility for data security and

data governance, set up a Security Council to monitor all aspects of security, and put in place

regular penetration testing, system access controls, encryption, physical security, and staff

training and awareness programmes.

Fraud. Companies operating in the financial services sector are exposed to the risk of financial

loss, reputational damage, potential to lose customers, and supplier chain disruption resulting

from fraud.
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To mitigate these risks, Equals has procedures in place for senior management awareness and

staff training, appoints appropriate people in fraud roles to oversee and manage risk with fraud

reporting to the Risk Committee, and implements automated transaction monitoring.

Banking arrangements and relationships. The loss in one or more banking partners and

Equals’ agency banking services could result in disruption and eventual business failure.

To mitigate the risk of losing agency banking services, Equals has been a direct member of

Faster Payments and has had banking arrangements with the Bank of England for the past

three years. In addition, the group partnered with Citi Commercial Bank in July 2019 and

entered a five-year agreement with Mastercard in September 2019.

Significant competition. Equals offers market leading foreign exchange rates and a cutting-

edge technology platform for clients. However, any reduction in its competitive advantage

resulting from slower business growth would be financially damaging to the business.

To maintain its competitive position, Equals invests in research & development and innovation,

new products, maintains relationships and traffic with key price comparison sites, invests in

marketing and product development, and reviews costs to ensure cost efficiency. For the 2022

financial year, the board expects to book £5.9mn of amortisation charges of which £4.3mn

relates to internally developed software.

Operational liquidity. This is the ability to settle trades in the correct currencies as they fall

due, and avoid incorrect hedging which leads to cash flow needlessly being tied up in foreign

currency or overdrawn accounts.

These risks are mitigated by operational monitoring through controls in trading platforms

and hedging policies, automated hedging is augmented by human oversight, and daily

reconciliations of foreign exchange positions.

Liquidity. To mitigate the risk of Equals being unable to meet liabilities as they fall due,

management conducts weekly reporting of prior week cash movements, runs regular cash flow

forecasts with sensitivities, and maintains longer term budgets and forecasts.

Failure of key suppliers risks impacting performance. In 2020, Equals took a £1.1mn

exceptional charge for the migration away from Wirecard, a previous card programme manager

that failed. Management carry out regular reviews of supplier performance and seek

alternatives where necessary to mitigate risk of supplier failure.

Earn-outs. Equals made five acquisitions between 2017 and 2019 and had £1.68mn of

contingent earn-out liabilities outstanding at the end of 2021. More than half this sum was paid

in the first quarter of 2022, with the balance of £0.8mn due to be paid by the end of this year.

This liability is factored into the cash flow projections which still point to net cash increasing

from £11.1mn to £14.1mn by the year-end.
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